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Approved response to the Rokers development following the public exhibition held 13 April 2016 

 

Dear Mr Escott 

 

Worplesdon Parish Council wishes to make the following comments based on the brief proposals 

made available at the public exhibition held 13 April 2016.  We await further details of the proposal 

at which point we will submit further comments. 

 

1. Traffic Issues 

 

• The A322 serves as a link between the M3 and the A3.  Average daily vehicular movements 

as per the DFT count points for 2014 are A322 = 20,840,  A323 = 11,225 and A320 = 18,925 

• The A323, A322 and A320 are already heavily congested.  The A323 and A322 culminate at 

Dennis’ roundabout.  Traffic congestion, as a result of the pinch points at Dennis’ 

roundabout and at Rydes Hill roundabout, can result in traffic queuing from Fairlands (A323) 

and Holly Lane (A322).   Residents wishing to reach the A3 tend to use Salt Box Road which 

runs adjacent to the SPA/SSSI, then Clay Lane.  Congestion on the A320 results in queues 

along Salt Box Road from the junction of Grange Road through to the A320.   We are aware 

that Merrist Wood College is proposing to submit a planning application for housing and 

there could be traffic issues adjacent to the bus drop off point. 

• The present entrance into Rokers (staggered junction) is an accident black spot. 

• Students of the college using the bus drop off will have to run the gauntlet to cross Holly 

Lane.  Requests for a pedestrian crossing at this location have been denied by SCC due to the 

cost. 

• The Draft Local Plan relies on improved bus/train services reducing traffic congestion by 10% 

however there is already a £500m infrastructure shortfall in Guildford - £3b across the 

County and the current bus review by Surrey County Council is proposing the withdrawal of 

a number of local bus services that will have a direct impact on our parish. 

• Cumulative impact of the proposed building for north Guildford on the road network.  The 

following quotes are taken from previous Examinations in Public regarding the proposal to 

develop Liddington Hall Farm, which is located to the South East of Merrist Wood College 

between Gravetts Lane, Rydes Hill Road, the Aldershot Road (A323) and Keens Lane. 

• We note that a full transport assessment is being currently being prepared.  As the potential 

development of Carter’s Yard, Merrist Wood College and Hook Farm & Hunts Farm are in the 

public domain a sensitivity assessment will also have to be carried out. 

 

2. Traffic in the NW Sector  

North West Guildford has serious traffic problems already, as the A322 and A323 funnel into the 

Dennis’ roundabout.  This factor has been cited previously in the rulings in three failed development 

proposals.    

 

In 1976, Davis Estates proposed a large development between Holly Lane, Gravetts Lane and Tangley 

Lane.  It was refused.  Davis Estates appealed.  The appeal failed, the Inspector stating: 

 

“The proposed development, in my opinion, would further impair the efficiency of both the 

A323 and A322 which, as principal roads connecting Guildford to the M3 and the major 

growth area, must be safeguarded as part of the Nation’s primary network of roads”.   

 

In 1983, Liddington Hall Farm was identified for building in the Draft Local Plan of that time. The 

County Engineer wrote to the then MP, the Rt. Hon. David Howell, concerning the Surrey Structure 

Plan:  
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“Accordingly the County Council as Highway Authority will seek to prevent the grant of any 

planning permission which would significantly increase traffic to the south of Liddington 

Hall”.   

 

In 1985, in spite of the above, an attempt was made by the County Council to build on Liddington 

Hall Farm, which at that time they owned.  The Inspector recommended:  

 

“In my judgement, the discharge to A322/A323 of traffic from 700 dwellings additional to 

that arising from expected development at Tilehouse, Stoughton and from general growth of 

traffic would add unacceptably to prevailing congestion and danger on the main framework 

roads.” 

 

In 2003, the Farm appeared again in the Deposit Draft Surrey Structure Plan 2002.  Surrey County 

Council’s Officer Report to the Executive stated: 

 

“The findings thus far suggest that the transport impacts associated with the North West 

community [the Liddington Hall site] would be significant and difficult to resolve.” 

 

The site was dropped from the plan. 

 

3. Proximity to Whitmoor Common – SPA/SSSI – The Waddenzee Judgment – European Court of 

Justice Case No. C-127/02 

 

• Vehicular emissions would have a detrimental impact on the SPA/SSSI - Ashdown Forest 

Judicial Review – Case No: CO/3796/2013 refers. 

 

• Paragraphs 109 to 113 of NPPF refers to planning circular 06/2005. 

 

• Paragraph 20 of planning circular 06/2005 states: 

 

The proposed development comprising 390 homes and a 1,000 place secondary school 

would be located approximately 1km from Whitmoor Common as the crow flies.  The 

Waddenzee Judgment states “any plan or project not directly connected with or necessary 

to the management of the site is to be subject to an appropriate assessment of its 

implications for the site in view of the sites’ conservation objectives if it cannot be excluded, 

on the basis of objective information, that it will have a significant effect on that site, either 

individually or in combination with other plans or projects.  The following developments are 

also proposed: Carters Yard (45 homes and a home for autistic young adults), Miller 

Developments (220 – 250 homes) and Sustainable Land PLC (350 homes and a school) all in 

the immediate area.  Paragraph 20 of Planning Circular 06/2005 states “It is for the decision-

taker to consider the likely and reasonably foreseeable effects and to ascertain that the 

proposal will not have an adverse effect on the integrity of the site (SPA/SSSI).” 

 

• Paragraph 21 of planning circular 06/2005 states. 

 

“In the Waddenzee judgment, the European Court of Justice ruled that a plan or project may 

be authorised only if a competent authority has made certain that the plan or project will 

not adversely affect the integrity of the site.  That is the case where no reasonable scientific 

doubt remains as to the absence of such effects”.  Competent national authorities must be 

“convinced” that there will not be an adverse effect and where doubt remains as to the 
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absence of adverse effects, the plan or project must not be authorised, subject to the 

procedure outline in Article 6(4) of the EC Habitats Directive regarding imperative reasons of 

overriding public interest.” (Regulation 49 and paragraphs 25-28 of the Habitats Regulations 

1994). 

 

It is the Parish Council’s understanding that an Environmental Impact Assessment therefore 

needs to be carried out prior to either outline planning permission being obtained or a 

planning application being submitted to Guildford Borough Council. 

 

4. Green Belt 

  

Paragraph 14 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sees a presumption in 

favour of sustainable development, which should be seen as a golden thread running 

through both plan-making and decision-taking. 

 

For plan-making this means that: 

 

• Local planning authorities should positively seek opportunities to meet the 

development needs of their area; 

• Local plans should meet objectively assessed needs, with sufficient flexibility to 

adapt to rapid change, unless: 

 

- Any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably 

outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in this Framework 

taken as a whole; or  

- Specific policies in this Framework indicate development should be restricted – 

For example those policies relating to sites protected under the Birds and 

Habitats Directives (paragraph 119 of the NPPF) and/or designated as Sites of 

Special Scientific Interest; and designated as Green Belt, Local Green Space, 

and Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty etc. etc. 

 

The essential characteristics of Green Belts are their openness and their permanence.  The 

proposed development would significantly reduce the openness of this part of the Green 

Belt and the proposal would result in the permanent loss of this openness, harming the 

fundamental aim of the Green Belt, which is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land 

permanently open. 

 

Paragraph 80 of the NPPF states that the Green Belt serves five purposes: 

 

• To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; 

• To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another; 

• To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment; 

• To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and 

• To assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other 

urban land. 

 

Paragraph 87 of the NPPF states that inappropriate development is, by definition, harmful to 

the Green Belt and should not be approved except in very special circumstances.   

 

Paragraph 89 of the NPPF requires the construction of new buildings in the Green Belt to be 

regarded as inappropriate other than for limited, specified exceptions.  This development 
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would clearly have a significant impact on the openness of the Green Belt.  The development 

therefore fails to comply with the objective of policy RE2 of the Guildford Borough Local Plan 

2003 (as saved by CLG Direction dated (24/09/2007) and Chapter 9 of the NPPF. 

  

5. Flooding 

 

• The sewerage system in this area is already at capacity.  As is the sewage treatment works in 

Pirbright (the Hockford sewage works). 

• Main sewers across Broad Street Common have burst due to tree root infestation on 

numerous occasions.  This is exacerbated by surface water infiltrating the sewage system, 

which becomes overloaded during heavy rain and results in raw sewage entering the local 

streams and can prevent residents of Fairlands using their toilets. 

• Surface water flooding is also problematical as ditches and culverts are not adequately 

maintained.  

• There are no surface water drainage sewers in the area. 

• The attenuation tank located at the eastern end of the development will not drain the 

swales west of the high point of the site (43.6m AOD).  The swales to the west of the high 

point will drain towards the low point of the site (40.2m AOB) adjacent to the existing 

buildings and therefore lead to possible flooding of the school and entrance area to the 

proposed development. 

 

6. Lack of Infrastructure 

  

• Worplesdon Primary School has already been expanded to cope with the current demand as 

has St Josephs.  These schools cannot be further expanded.   

• The Drs’ Surgery is already at capacity. 

• The RSCH is at capacity and has a significant overspend. 

• Extremely poor water pressure in the locality. 

• Frequent power outages  

 

7. Site of Nature Conservation Importance/Ancient Woodland/SPA - SSSI 

 

• Merrist Wood College is designated as an SNCI as are Broad Street Common and Littlefield 

Common.  The proposals for a secondary school with all-weather floodlit sports pitches and 

a development that is proposed to contain street lighting will have a detrimental impact on 

wildlife including the great crested newt, moths, Dartford warbler, nightjar, woodlark, bats 

and other protected species. 

 

8. Heritage Assets 

 

There are 17 listed buildings within about 1 mile of Fairlands Farm.  There are 49 Listed Buildings, 

two scheduled ancient monuments and a site of archaeology importance within the parish of 

Worplesdon.   With regards to Rokers there are 4 listed buildings in the immediate vicinity of the 

proposed development:  Fairlands Farm, South Lodge and North Lodge at the entrance to Merrist 

Wood College and Frosbury Farmhouse, Gravetts Lane - all of which are Grade II listed buildings. 

 

 

 

  


